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JumpStart Reading and Vocabulary Plus P5

1 My naughty brother

Mary has a naughty brother. How naughty is he? Read the story and 
answer the questions on the next page.

  Tom and I are twins. Tom can be very 

naughty sometimes. This is what happened 

one day at breakfast.

  ‘I feel sick,’ Tom said to me and Mum. 

  ‘What’s the matter?’ asked Mum.

  ‘I’ve got the flu,’ he said.

  Mum waited for the school bus to pick  

me up. Then she took Tom to the doctor’s clinic.

  The doctor asked him, ‘What’s wrong, Tom?’ 

  ‘I think I have a fever. My throat is sore too,’ said Tom.

  The doctor checked Tom’s temperature and looked at Tom’s throat. 

‘Hmm, your temperature is normal and your throat looks fine to me.’ 

  ‘Oh, but everything is painful. I can’t go to school today,’ said Tom.

  The doctor told Mum, ‘Tom is all right. I think he can go to school.’

  ‘No, no! Please don’t send me to school, Mum!’ said Tom. 

  ‘Why not? Is it because you have a test today?’ asked Mum. 

  ‘Hmm, yes,’ said Tom quietly.

  Mum was so angry because Tom lied. Mum took Tom to school and 

brought him to our classroom. ‘Tom is here to do the English test,’ she told our 

teacher.

  Tom was late so he did not have enough time to finish the test. He only 

got 7 marks! It serves him right for being a liar!

Story

fever, flu, liar, matter, normal, painful, temperature
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Fill your answers in the spaces provided.

1. Characters: 

 Mary

 (a)  (b)  

 (c)  (d) 

2. Setting:

When? One day

Where?

home

(a) 

(b) 

3. Plot:

 Tom said he felt (a) . Mary went to school by (b) .  

Mum took Tom to the doctor’s clinic. The doctor checked Tom’s (c)  

and (d) . The doctor said Tom was not sick. Mum took Tom to  

(e) . Tom did the (f)  test. Tom got only (g)  

marks in the test.

4. Theme:

 This story tells us that .

Answer the question in a complete sentence.

5. Why did Tom do poorly in the English test?
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JumpStart Reading and Vocabulary Plus P5

1

When we play the recorder, we blow air through 

the mouth hole. The air turns into a wave. The 

vibration, or the wave, of air produces sound.

If we close more holes with our fingers, it takes 

the wave of air longer to leave the recorder. 

Pitch ➔  lower

If we close fewer holes, it takes the wave of air 

less time to leave the recorder. 

Pitch ➔  higher

Alice is reading an article about wind instruments. Look at the article and 
answer the questions on the next page. 

Woodwind instruments
  Today we will talk about an instrument that you know quite well – the recorder.

If we blow air through a shorter straw, 

the sound will have a higher pitch.

If we blow air through a longer straw, 

the sound will have a lower pitch.

This is similar to making music with straws.

air in

finger air out

wave of air

Mouth hole
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The following is the explanation of how recorders work. Fill your answers 
in the spaces provided.

  To play a recorder, we blow air through 

the 1  hole. 

  There will be a 2  of 

air inside the recorder.

  We can control the level of pitch by 

putting our fingers on the holes of the 

recorder. If we close more holes with our 

fingers, it takes 3  time 

for the air to come out. It is like blowing 

air through a longer straw and the pitch 

is 4 .

  On the other hand, if we close fewer 

holes, it takes 5  time 

for the air to come out. It is like blowing 

air through a shorter straw and the pitch 

is 6 .
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1
1. Fill in the blanks with the words given. (8 marks)

convenient   electronic   excellent

expensive   generous   normal

painful   simple

 (a)  It is  to feel nervous when we try new things. If we are patient 

enough to carry on, we will see progress.

 (b)  Mr Cheung is a  businessman. He always gives money to poor 

people.

 (c)  This watch is too . We should buy something else for Dad’s 

birthday.

 (d)  John Wong is an  dancer. He won three awards last year and 

people say he is one of the best performers ever.

 (e)  The test was very . I finished it in just an hour and spent the rest 

of the time on checking my answers.

 (f)  Nowadays many things have become  like email and e-Books. 

They are more convenient and take up less space. 

 (g)  Sally fell down and hurt her left knee last week. Now it is very  

for her to walk for a long time.

 (h)  It is more  to read the news online so fewer people buy 

newspapers nowadays.
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	 	 2. Label the pictures. (8 marks)

 (a)  (b)  (c) 

      

    

 (d)  (e)  (f) 

      

    

  (g)  (h) 

     

   

3. Fill in the blanks with the words given. (5 marks)

bedtime  fridge  liar  material  pitch

 (a) This cup is made of hard  so it doesn’t break easily.

 (b) Bob’s classmates call him a   because he never tells the truth.

 (c)  After coming home, Mum put the ice cream in the  before it 

melted.

 (d) The opera singer can sing at a very high .

 (e)  Sally’s mother tells her a  story every night before she goes to 

sleep.
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